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The role of sliding orientation on the tribological properties of polyethylene �PE� is investigated by
using classical molecular dynamics simulations. Cross-linked PE surfaces slide against one another
in two different directions: one that is perpendicular to and one that is parallel to the aligned
direction of the polymer chains. The results indicate that sliding in the parallel direction occurs with
a lower friction coefficient than sliding in the perpendicular direction. In both cases, gross level
stick-slip motion is observed to be associated with the sliding of a restrained, corrugated molecular
interface. In addition, the simulations demonstrate the way in which the system stores more shear
strain energy during sliding in the perpendicular direction. The tribological behavior of these PE
surfaces is compared to the behavior of similarly modeled polytetrafluoroethylene surfaces; the
differences and similarities between the two systems are discussed. © 2008 American Institute of
Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.2900884�

I. INTRODUCTION

Polyethylene �PE� is one of the most widely used poly-
mers because of its versatility and manufacturability. Its me-
chanical and tribological properties greatly vary depending
on its degree of crystallinity, structure, and molecular weight.
Ultrahigh molecular weight PE �UHMWPE� has a molecular
weight of millions of grams per mole and a highly crystalline
structure. It exhibits outstanding wear resistance and tough-
ness and has favorable tribological properties.1 Conse-
quently, PE is increasingly used in applications wherein its
tribological performance is critical, including thin coatings
for silicon-based microelectromechanical systems2 and arti-
ficial joints.3–5

It has been suggested that the friction properties of poly-
mers are determined more by their molecular profiles than by
their chemical compositions. For instance, Pooley and Tabor6

observed that PE and polytetrafluoroethylene �PTFE� exhibit
low friction properties, while polymers with bulky side
groups, such as polypropylene and tetrafluoroethylene-
hexafluoropropylene, have high friction coefficients. They at-
tributed the low friction of PE and PTFE to the smooth mo-
lecular profiles of these polymers. In addition, Schönherr and
Vancso7 found by using scanning electron microscopy that
PE and PTFE surfaces show oriented fibrillar morphologies
along the sliding direction. They also observed that the ori-
entation of the polymer chain with respect to the scan direc-
tion determines the friction force between a scanning force
microcopy �SFM� tip and the polymer surface.

The influence of polymer chain orientation on friction
and wear has also been investigated. For example, Vinogra-
dov et al.8 examined the tribological behavior of oriented
crystalline polymers, including linear and branched PE, and
found that oriented polymers exhibit lower friction coeffi-
cients and higher shear moduli than nonoriented polymers. In
addition, Schönherr and Vancso9 employed SFM with chemi-
cally modified tips for scanning in directions that are parallel
and perpendicular to the polymer chains. They observed that
the friction during a perpendicular scan was about four times
larger than that during a parallel scan. In related work, Sam-
basivan et al.10 used nondestructive x-ray absorption spec-
troscopy to determine that a cross-shear motion �or figure-
eight pattern� generated by a pin-on-disk motion produced
more wear on UHMWPE samples than unidirectional sliding
because many more chains were not aligned with the sliding
direction.

Here, we report on the results of classical molecular dy-
namics �MD� simulations of the sliding of two crystalline PE
surfaces against one another in two different orientations.
The goal is to gain insight into the mechanisms behind PE
polymer friction and the way in which it is affected by the
relative sliding orientations of the surfaces. We also compare
the results to those for comparable PTFE surfaces to deter-
mine the influence of polymer type on the results.

II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The MD simulations involve the numerical integration
of the Newtonian equations of motion. The forces are calcu-
lated by using the second generation reactive empirical bond
order �REBO� potential11 for short-range covalent interac-
tions between carbon and hydrogen atoms in the polymer
chains and a Lennard-Jones potential12 for long-range van
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der Waals interactions between polymer chains. The REBO
potential qualitatively describes the bonding of both molecu-
lar and solid-state hydrocarbon systems containing tens of
thousands13–16 to millions of atoms. It also allows for chemi-
cal reactions to occur through covalent bond breaking and
forming. The REBO potential has been widely used to inves-
tigate the behavior of organic materials,13,14 including
polymers,15,16 and has been shown to provide reasonable pre-
dictions when compared to experimental13–18 results. Al-
though it lacks the complete predictive and quantitative ac-
curacy associated with ab initio approaches, the
computational requirements for ab initio simulations of this
type are too high for such simulations to be feasible.

The unit cell of the crystalline PE system considered in
the simulations is shown in Fig. 1�a�. There are 17 ethene
�C2H4� monomers in each polymer chain and 12 chains in

each surface layer. Both the upper and lower sliding sub-
strates consist of seven layers of PE chains. Figure 1�b� il-
lustrates the PE system employed in the simulations. Peri-
odic boundary conditions19,20 are applied within the planes of
the surfaces to simulate infinite PE surfaces. The dimension
of each substrate is 4.4�4.4 nm2 and the thickness is about
3.4 nm. Each chain is connected to its four nearest chains
with two cross-link units such that the final cross-link density
is approximately 3.6 /nm3. There are 20 880 atoms in the
system as a whole.

As a result of its density and crystal structure, this PE
system is expected to have properties that are similar to those
of UHMWPE which is known to be semicrystalline, have
low friction coefficients, and be resistant to wear. The out-
most 0.5 nm thick regions of both the upper and lower sur-
faces are held rigid and are not allowed to evolve in time
over the course of the MD simulations. By moving toward
the interface between the upper and lower surfaces, the next
0.5 nm thick regions contain atoms whose temperature is
regulated by a Langevin thermostat,20 which can maintain
the system temperature at a constant value throughout the
simulations, thereby mimicking the heat dissipation behavior
of the much larger experimental systems. The rest of the
atoms in the system are allowed to evolve according to New-
ton’s equations of motion without any additional constraints.

The surfaces are initially 1 nm apart. The entire system
is fully equilibrated to 300 K and is then compressed by
moving the rigid atoms of the upper surface toward the lower
surface at an overall compressive rate of 10 m/s until a pres-
sure of around 250 MPa is achieved at a displacement of
1.65 nm. Following compression, the friction study is per-
formed by sliding the upper surface against the lower surface
at a sliding rate of 10 m/s, while the lower surface remains in
place. Two different sliding directions are considered here,
perpendicular sliding, for which the sliding direction is per-
pendicular to the aligned direction of the polymer chains
�direction a in Fig. 1�b��, and parallel sliding, for which the
sliding direction is parallel to the aligned direction of the
polymer chains �direction b in Fig. 1�b��. The normal and
lateral forces during sliding are calculated at the rigid atoms
at the top of the upper surface. The upper surface always

FIG. 2. �Color online� The lateral
forces, normal forces, and friction co-
efficients for perpendicular and paral-
lel sliding in the PE polymer systems.

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� The unit cell structure of PE and �b� schematic of
the PE polymer chain alignment.
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moves in a negative lateral direction, so the forces are posi-
tive when there are repulsive interactions between the sur-
faces.

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 presents the lateral forces, normal forces, and
friction coefficients of the perpendicular and lateral configu-
rations as functions of the sliding distance of the upper PE
surface. The lateral and normal forces rapidly change during
the initial stages of both perpendicular sliding and parallel
sliding because the polymer chains go through an initial re-
laxation process that is due to the application of both the
lateral and the normal forces. In the case of the perpendicular
orientation, this involves the chains initially bunching to-
gether and elastically straining in response to the applied
shearing forces but not actually sliding. In the case of the
parallel orientation, the initial relaxation involves the chains
moving from their initial positions to more stable, relaxed
positions. After about 2.5–5.0 nm of sliding, these forces
attain steady state and are relatively constant as the top and
bottom surfaces slide against each other in both configura-
tions. This initial relaxation period is excluded from the
analysis of the friction behavior.

The simulations of the two different orientations start
from the same initial structure with a normal force of 5 nN.
However, the perpendicular and parallel cases exhibit oppo-

site trends in initial normal force evolution, as indicated in
Fig. 2. In particular, after the initial relaxation period, the
normal force during perpendicular sliding has a median
value of about 7.5 nN, which is about 50% higher than the
initial normal force. In contrast, during parallel sliding, the
normal force following the initial relaxation period has a
median value of about 2.5 nN, which is about half the initial
normal force.

This difference can be explained by the change in the
interfacial structure that occurs during relaxation. In the case
of perpendicular sliding, the polymer chains at the interfaces
slide over each other. As a result, the substrates are com-
pressed when the chains of the upper surface reach the peaks
of those of the chains of the lower surface, causing the nor-
mal forces to increase. When the chains of the upper surface
move into the depressions between the chains of the lower
surface, they are not able to fully optimize their positions

FIG. 3. �Color online� Snapshots of the PE system during perpendicular
sliding �upper� and parallel sliding �lower�, to produce the data shown in
Fig. 2. To better see the change in the PE substrate, three striped regions are
designated not by specific chains but by distance and are set to be opaque,
while the other regions are set to be transparent.

FIG. 4. �Color online� The shear deflection of the upper PE substrates �top�
and the resulting shear strain energies �bottom� during perpendicular and
parallel sliding.
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because of the sliding. Thus, overall, the normal forces
slightly increase during perpendicular sliding. In contrast, in
the case of parallel sliding, the interfacial chains of the upper
surface move into and then remain in the depressions be-
tween the chains of the lower surface. Therefore, the normal
forces of the parallel sliding remain at a constant value that is
lower than the initial normal forces following relaxation.

After relaxation, the lateral force in the case of perpen-
dicular sliding exhibits a repeating, oscillating behavior that
is consistent with stick-slip motion that occurs as stress is
accumulated at the interface in the absence of sliding until
some critical force is reached. At this critical force, the sur-
faces are observed to rapidly slide past each other; this pat-
tern is observed to continuously repeat.21 During sliding in
the parallel direction, the lateral force also exhibits a stick-
slip behavior, although the magnitude of the critical force is
much lower than in the case of perpendicular sliding. This
can be explained by the different structural configurations

along the sliding direction. During perpendicular sliding,
each surface chain in the lower substrate acts as a barrier for
the movement of surface chains in the upper substrate due to
the corrugation configuration. In contrast, in the case of par-
allel sliding, there is structural constraint not from the chain
alignment but from the atomic configuration over which the
surface chains must slide.

If the ratio of the lateral to normal force is taken, the
value is an order of magnitude higher in the case of the
perpendicular configuration compared to that in the case of
the parallel configuration. In a naive interpretation, this ratio
may be identified with the friction coefficient through
Amontons friction equation22 �=FL /FN, where � is the fric-
tion coefficient, FL is the lateral force, and FN is the normal
or compressive force. However, the true friction coefficient
is load dependent, so these ratios are used here only to pro-
vide an indication of the differing behaviors of the two ori-
entations of PE following sliding.

FIG. 5. �Color online� Comparisons of
the lateral and normal forces and the
friction coefficients during perpen-
dicular and parallel sliding between
the PE and PTFE systems.
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Snapshots from the MD simulations during sliding are
shown in Fig. 3. They represent the initial structures �A is the
schematic along the chain direction for perpendicular sliding
and A� is normal to the chain direction for parallel sliding�,
the structure at the maxima of the lateral forces �B and B��,
and the minima of the lateral forces �C and C��. The upper
and lower surfaces are presented in different colors so that
the interface can be more clearly distinguished. Figure 3 il-
lustrates the significant distortion of the chains in the case of
perpendicular sliding as stress accumulates up to the point
where sliding commences and to a much smaller extent in
the case of parallel sliding. This degree of distortion is re-
lated to the magnitudes of the friction coefficients discussed
above. It is also worth noting that at the maximum force, the
polymer substrate is more deformed than at the minimum
force. This is a result of the elastic strain built up before
sliding �stick� and released during sliding �slip�.

Both the perpendicular and parallel configurations are
also evaluated with regard to shearing deflection �the dis-
tance by which the polymer substrate is deformed during
shearing� and the shearing strain energy, as illustrated in Fig.
4. The PE chains experience more shear deflection during
perpendicular sliding than during parallel sliding, which cor-
responds to a higher shear strain energy. This creates a
greater lateral force in the perpendicular sliding than in the
parallel sliding, resulting in higher friction coefficients for
perpendicular sliding �even in the presence of an effective
increase in applied load�.

To assess how the molecular structure of the polymer
influences these responses, we compare these PE results with
our results for PTFE previously reported.16 It should be
noted that the structures of the PE and PTFE are very similar
to each other in that they have similar surface areas and
number of layers. However, due to different unit cell sizes,
the number of monomers per chain and the number of chains
per layer are slightly different �17 monomers in each PE
chain versus 18 monomers in each PTFE chain and 12 chains
per layer in each PE surface versus 10 chains per layer in
each PTFE surface�. In addition, the cross-link densities are
somewhat different �3.6 cross-links/nm3 for PE versus 2.8
cross-links/nm3 for PTFE, which corresponds to surface den-
sities of 12 cross-links/nm2 for PE versus 11 cross-links/nm2

for PTFE, or one cross-link per 6.03 CH2 units in PE versus
5.22 CF2 units in PTFE�. In both cases, the same pressure of
about 250 MPa is applied.

The trends in the normal and lateral forces with sliding
distance are similar for PTFE and PE �see Fig. 5� in that a
higher friction is observed for perpendicular sliding for each
polymer system. The major difference between these two
polymers is that the PTFE system does not exhibit the stick-
slip motion during either perpendicular or parallel sliding.16

Here, the different sliding behaviors of PE and PTFE are
seen to be related to the nature of molecular motion. In the
case of PTFE, a significantly higher degree of bond scission
is observed in the case of either sliding configuration com-
pared to that observed in the simulations of PE �Fig. 6�. Such
bond scission in the PTFE system represents a form of mo-
lecular scale wear and gives rise to the mobility of a collec-
tion of molecules within the sliding interface that is not ob-
served in the PE system. In turn, this molecular mobility acts
to more evenly dissipate energy within the sliding interface,
effectively eliminating the appearance of stick-slip behavior.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The effect of the sliding orientation on the tribological
properties of the PE system was analyzed by using classical
MD simulations. The friction coefficient was seen to depend
on the local orientation of polymer chains with respect to the
sliding direction and the details of molecular motion. The
sliding that occurs along the direction of the molecular back-
bone �both sides of the interface� was seen to exhibit a lower
friction than sliding in an orthogonal direction. The PE sys-
tem exhibits stick-slip motion at the interface during both
perpendicular sliding and parallel sliding due to the inherent
interaction of PE chains across the interface placed under
load and the absence of molecular scale wear.
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